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HIGGS-BOSON INTERACTIONS WITHINTHE RANDALL�SUNDRUM MODEL�Daniele DominiiDipartimento di Fisia, Florene University and INFN,Via Sansone 1, 50019 Sesto. F. (FI), Italye-mail: dominii�fi.infn.itBohdan GrzadkowskiInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polande-mail: bohdang�fuw.edu.plJohn F. Gunion, and Manuel TohariaDavis Institute for High Energy Physis, University of CaliforniaDavis, CA 95616-8677, USAe-mail: jfgud�higgs.udavis.edue-mail: toharia�physis.udavis.edu(Reeived June 21, 2002)Dediated to Stefan Pokorski on his 60th birthdayThe salar setor of the Randall�Sundrum model is disussed. The e�etivepotential for the Standard Model Higgs-boson (h) interating with Kaluza�Kleinexitations of the graviton (h� n� ) and the radion (�) has been derived and ithas been shown that only the Standard Model vauum solution of �V=�h = 0 isallowed. The theoretial and experimental onsequenes of the urvature-salarmixing � R bHy bH introdued on the visible brane are onsidered and simple sumrules that relate the ouplings of the mass eigenstates h and � to pairs of vetorbosons and fermions are derived. The sum rule for the ZZh and ZZ� ouplings inombination with LEP/LEP2 data implies that not both the h and � an be light.We present expliit results for the still allowed region in the (mh;m�) plane thatremains after imposing the LEP upper limits for non-standard salar ouplingsto a ZZ pair. The phenomenologial onsequenes of the mixing are investigatedand, in partiular, it is shown that the Higgs-boson deay h! �� would providean experimental signature for non-zero � and an have a very substantial impaton the Higgs-boson searhes, having BR(h! ��) as large as 30 � 40%.PACS numbers: 04.50.+h, 12.60.Fr� Talk presented by J.F. Gunion at the Plank 02, the Fifth European Meeting,From the Plank Sale to the Eletroweak Sale, �Supersymmetry and Brane Worlds�,Kazimierz, Poland, May 25�29, 2002.(2507)



2508 D. Dominii et al.1. IntrodutionAlthough the Standard Model (SM) of eletroweak interations desribessuessfully almost all existing experimental data the model su�ers frommany theoretial drawbaks. One of these is the hierarhy problem: namely,the SM annot onsistently aommodate the weak energy sale O(1 TeV)and a muh higher sale suh as the Plank mass sale O(1019 GeV). There-fore, it is ommonly believed that the SM is only an e�etive theory emergingas the low-energy limit of some more fundamental high-sale theory that pre-sumably ould ontain gravitational interations. In the last few years therehave been many models proposed whih involve extra dimensions. Thesemodels have reeived tremendous attention sine they ould provide a so-lution to the hierarhy problem. One of the most attrative attempts hasbeen formulated by Randall and Sundrum [1℄, who postulated a 5D universewith two 4D surfaes (�3-branes�). All the SM partiles and fores with theexeption of gravity are assumed to be on�ned to one of those 3-branesalled the visible brane. Gravity lives on the visible brane, on the seondbrane (the �hidden brane�) and in the bulk. All mass sales in the 5D theoryare of the order of the Plank mass. By plaing the SM �elds on the visiblebrane, all the mass terms (of the order of the Plank mass) are resaled byan exponential suppression fator (the �warp fator�) 
0 � e�m0b0=2, whihredues them down to the weak sale O(1 TeV) on the visible brane with-out any severe �ne tuning. To ahieve the neessary suppression, one needsm0b0=2 � 35. This is a great improvement ompared to the original prob-lem of aommodating both the weak and the Plank sale within a singletheory.In order to obtain a onsistent solution to the Einstein equations or-responding to a low-energy e�etive theory that is �at, the branes musthave equal but opposite osmologial onstants and these must be preiselyrelated to the bulk osmologial onstant.The model is de�ned by the 5D ation:S = �Z d4x dyp�bg� R2b�2 + ��+Z d4xp�ghid(Lhid � Vhid) + Z d4xp�gvis(Lvis � Vvis) ; (1)where bgb�b� (b�; b� = 0; 1; 2; 3; 4) is the bulk metri and g��hid(x) � bg��(x; y = 0)and g��vis(x) � bg��(x; y = 1=2) (�; � = 0; 1; 2; 3) are the indued metris onthe branes. One �nds that if the bulk and brane osmologial onstantsare related by �=m0 = �Vhid = Vvis = �6m0=�̂2 and if periodi boundaryonditions identifying (x; y) with (x;�y) are imposed, then the 5D Einstein



Higgs-Boson Interations within the Randall�Sundrum Model 2509equations lead to the following metri:ds2 = e�2�(y)���dx�dx� � b20dy2; (2)where �(y) = m0b0 [y(2�(y)� 1)� 2(y � 1=2)�(y � 1=2)℄; b0 is a onstantparameter that is not determined by the ation, Eq. (1). Gravitational�utuations around the above bakground metri will be de�ned throughthe replaement: ��� ! ��� + �h��(x; y) b0 ! b0 + b(x) : (3)Below we will be expanding in powers of �h�� = p2�̂h�� and b(x)=b0.The paper is organized as follows. First, in Se. 2 we derive the e�etivepotential for the SM Higgs-boson setor interating with Kaluza�Klein exi-tations of the graviton (h� n� ) and the radion (�). In Se. 3, we introdue theurvature-salar mixing � R bHy bH and disuss its onsequenes for ouplingsand interations. In Se. 4, we disuss some phenomenologial aspets of thesalar setor, fousing on the partiularly important possibility of h ! ��deays. We summarize our results in Se. 5.Our work extends in several ways the already extensive literature [2�9℄ onthe phenomenology of the Randall�Sundrum model. We fous in partiularon the ase where the radion is substantially lighter than the Higgs bosonand the important impats of Higgs-radion mixing in this ase.2. The e�etive potentialThe anonially normalized massless radion �eld �0(x) is de�ned by:�0(x) � � 6b�2m0�1=2 
b(x) = � 6b�2m0�1=2 e�m0b(x)=2 : (4)Keeping in mind that h��(x; y) depends both on x and y, we use the KKexpansion in the extra dimensionh��(x; y) =Xn hn��(x)�n(y)pb0 : (5)The total 4D e�etive potential (up to the terms of the order ofO[(�h��)3℄) has been determined in Ref. [10℄. Restriting ourselves to thetrae part of hn�� � 14���~n the result is the following:



2510 D. Dominii et al.Ve� = V branee� + V KKe�=  1 + 1b�W Xn ~n + 14b�2W Xn Xm ~n~m + � � �!�"�1 + �0���4 V (h0) + 12m�o2�20#� 316Xn m2n(~n)2 + � � � ; (6)wheremn is the KK-graviton mass, b�W � 2pb0=[��n(1=2)℄ ' p2MPl
0 andwe have expanded around the vauum expetation values for the radion,�0 ! h�0i + �0 � �� + �0 . In order to stabilize the size of the extradimension we have introdued the radion mass m�o without speifying itsorigin. Restriting ourself to the perturbative regime we will look for theminimum of Ve� that satis�es Pn ~n=b�W � 1 and b(x)=b0 � 1, the latterbeing equivalent to �0(x)=�� � 1 : 1b�W + 12b�2W Xn ~n!"�1 + �0���4 V + 12m2��20#� 38m2n~n = 0 ;(7) 1 + 1b�W Xn ~n + 14b�2W Xn Xm ~n~m! 4�1 + �0���3 V�� +m�o2�0 = 0 ;(8) 1 + 1b�W Xn ~n + 14b�2W Xn Xm ~n~m!�1 + �0���4 �V (h0)�h0 = 0 :(9)There is only one solution of Eq. (9) onsistent with �0=�� � 1 and~n=b�W � 1: namely, �V (h0)�h0 = 0. For onsisteny of the RS model we mustalso require that V (hh0i) = 0. If V (hh0i) 6= 0, then the visible brane tensionwould be shifted away from the very �nely tuned RS solution to the Einsteinequations. With these two ingredients, Eq. (8) implies that h�0i = 0 at theminimum, implying that we have hosen the orret expansion point for �0,and Eq. (7) then implies that h~ni = 0, i.e. we have expanded about theorret point in the ~n �elds. However, it is only if m�o2 > 0 that h�0i = 0is required by the minimization onditions. If m�o = 0, then Eq. (7) stillrequires h~ni = 0 but all equations are satis�ed for any h�0i.Finally, we note that sine �V=�h0 = 0 at the minimum (even afterinluding interations with the radion and KK gravitons) there are no terms



Higgs-Boson Interations within the Randall�Sundrum Model 2511in the potential that are linear in the Higgs �eld h0 (so in partiular noh0��0 mass mixing emerge). We will return to this observation in the nextsetion of the paper.3. The urvature-salar mixingHaving determined the vauum struture of the model, we are in a posi-tion to disuss the possibility of mixing between gravity and the eletroweaksetor. The simplest example of the mixing is desribed by the followingation [11℄: S� = � Z d4xpgvisR(gvis) bHy bH ; (10)where R(gvis) is the Rii salar for the metri indued on the visible braneg��vis = 
2b (x)(��� + �h��). Using H0 = 
0 bH one obtains [12℄�pgvisR(gvis) bHy bH = 6�
(x) (�2
(x) + �h������
 + � � �)Hy0H0 : (11)To isolate the kineti energy terms we use the expansionH0 = 1p2(v0 + h0) ; 
(x) = 1 + �0�� : (12)The h�� term of Eq. (11) does not ontribute to the kineti energy sine apartial integration would lead to h������
 = ���h����
 = 0 by virtueof the gauge hoie, ��h�� = 0. We thus �nd the following kineti energyterms:L = �12 �1 + 62�	�02�0 � 12�0m�o2�0 � 12h0(2+m2h0)h0 � 6��02h0 ;(13)where  � v0=�� andm2h0 = 2�v2 andm�o2 are the Higgs and radion massesbefore the mixing. The above di�ers from Ref. [13℄ by the extra �02�0 pieeproportional to �.We de�ne the mixing angle � bytan 2� � 12�Z m2h0m�o2 �m2h0(Z2 � 36�22) ; (14)where Z2 � 1 + 6�2(1� 6�) : (15)In terms of these quantities, the states that diagonalize the kineti energyand have anonial normalization are h and � with:h0 = �os � � 6�Z sin ��h+�sin � + 6�Z os ��� � dh+ � ; (16)�0 = � os � �Z + sin � hZ � a�+ bh : (17)



2512 D. Dominii et al.(Our sign onvention for �0 is opposite to that hosen for r in Ref. [12℄.)To maintain positive de�nite kineti energy terms for the h and �, we musthave Z2 > 0. (Note that this implies that � � 1 + 6�2 > 0 is impliitlyrequired.) The orresponding mass-squared eigenvalues arem2� = 12Z2 �m�o2 + �m2h0 � �[m�o2 + �m2h0 ℄2 � 4Z2m�o2m2h0	1=2� :(18)It follows from the above formula that m� annot be too lose to beingdegenerate in mass, depending on the preise values of � and , see Ref. [10℄.We now turn to the important interations of the h, � and hn�� . We beginwith the ZZ ouplings of the h and �. The h0 has standard ZZ ouplingwhile the �0 has ZZ oupling deriving from the interation � �0��T �� usingthe ovariant derivative portions of T �� (h0). The result for the ��� portionof the ZZ ouplings is:gZZh = g mZW (d+ b) ; gZZ� = g mZW (+ a) ; (19)where a, b,  and d are de�ned through Eqs. (16), (17) and g, W denotethe SU(2) gauge oupling and osine of the Weinberg angle, respetively .The WW ouplings are obtained by replaing gmZ=W by gmW . Notiealso an absene of Zh� tree level ouplings. Next, we onsider the fermioniouplings of the h and �. The h0 has standard fermioni ouplings andthe fermioni ouplings of the �0 derive from � �0��T �� using the Yukawainteration ontributions to T �� . One obtains results in lose analogy to theV V ouplings just onsidered:gf �fh = � g mf2mW (d+ b) ; gf �f� = � g mf2mW (+ a) : (20)For small values of , the gZZh and gZZ� have the expansions:gZZh = �gmZW ��1 +O(2)� ; (21)gZZ� = �gmZW �"� 1 + 6�m2�m2h �m2�!+O(3)# :Entirely analogous results apply for the fermioni ouplings.The following simple and exat sum rules (independently noted in [6℄)follow from the de�nitions of a; b; ; d:g2ZZh + g2ZZ��gmZW �2 = g2ffh + g2ff�� gmf2mW �2 = �1 + 2(1� 6�)2Z2 � � R2 : (22)



Higgs-Boson Interations within the Randall�Sundrum Model 2513Note that R2 > 1 is a result of the non-orthogonality of the relations Eq. (16)and Eq. (17). Of ourse, R2 = 1 in the onformal limit, � = 1=6. It is impor-tant to note that Z ! 0 would lead to divergent ZZ and ff ouplings for the�. As noted earlier, this was to be antiipated sine Z ! 0 orresponds tovanishing of the radion kineti term before going to anonial normalization.After the resaling that guarantees the anonial normalization, if Z ! 0the radion oupling onstants blow up: gZZ� / (+a) ' 1=(6�Z)+O(Z).To have Z2 > 0, � must lie in the region:112 �1�r1 + 42� � � � 112 �1 +r1 + 42� : (23)As an example, for �� = 5 TeV, Z2 > 0 orresponds to the range �3:31 �� � 3:47. Of ourse, if we hoose � su�iently lose to the limits, Z2 ! 0implies that the ouplings, as haraterized by R2 will beome very large.Thus, we should impose bounds on � that keep R2 moderate in size. Forexample, for �� = 5 TeV, R2 in Eq. (22) takes the values 2.48 and 1.96at � = �2:5 and � = 2:5, respetively. Therefore we will impose an overallrestrition of R � 5. In pratie, this bound seldom plays a role, beingalmost always superseded by the onstraint limiting � aording to the degreeof mh �m� degeneray.The �nal ruial ingredient for the phenomenology that we shall onsideris the tri-linear interations among the h and � and hn�� �elds. In partiular,these are ruial for the deays of these three types of partiles. The tri-linear interations derive from four basi soures.1. First, we have the ubi interations oming fromL 3 �V (H0) = ��(Hy0H0 � 12v20)2 = ��(v20h20 + v0h30 + 14h40) ; (24)after substituting H0 = 1p2(v0 + h0). Sine � is related to the bareHiggs-boson mass in a usual way: m2h0 = 2�v20 the h30 interation anbe expressed as L 3 �m2h02v0 h30 : (25)2. Seond, there is the interation of the radion �0 with the stress-energymomentum tensor trae:L 3 � �0��T �� (h0) = � �0�� ����h0��h0 + 4�v20h20� : (26)



2514 D. Dominii et al.3. Thirdly, we have the interation of the KK-gravitons with the on-tribution to the stress-energy momentum tensor oming from the h0�eld: L 3 � �2h��T �� 3 � 1b�W Xn hn����h0��h0 ; (27)where we have kept only the derivative ontributions and we havedropped (using the gauge h� n� = 0) the ��� parts of T �� .4. Finally, we have the �-dependent tri-linear omponents of Eq. (11):6�
(x) (�2
(x) + �h������
(x))Hy0H0 3 "�3 ���h202�0�6� v0�2� h0�02�0 � 12� v0b�W�� Xn hn�����0��h0�6� v20b�W�2� Xn hn�����0���0#; (28)where we have employed ��hn�� = 0, used the traeless gauge onditionh� n� = 0, and also used the symmetry of h�� .As seen from the above list, without the urvature-Higgs mixing the La-grangian does not ontain any interations linear in the Higgs �eld, thereforeverties like �2h and hn�h (that follows from Eq. (28)) are a lear india-tion for the urvature-Higgs mixing. As we shall see, the �2h oupling ouldalso be of onsiderable phenomenologial importane leading to h! �� de-ays. The hn�h oupling would be relevant for h ! �hn, however for theparameters range onsidered here that deay would be relatively rare.4. PhenomenologyWe begin by disussing the restritions on the h; � setor imposed byLEP Higgs-boson searhes. Sine no salar boson (s) was observed in theproess e+e� ! Zs, LEP/LEP2 provides an upper limit for the ouplingof a ZZ pair to the salar as a funtion of the salar mass. Here we willemploy the limits from [14�16℄.The �rst question that arises is whether both the � and the h ouldbe light without either having been deteted at LEP and LEP2. The sumrule of Eq. (22) implies that this is impossible sine the ouplings of the hand � to ZZ annot both be suppressed. For any given value of mh andm�, the range of � is limited by: (a) the onstraint limiting � aordingto the degree of mh � m� degeneray; (b) the onstraint that Z2 > 0,



Higgs-Boson Interations within the Randall�Sundrum Model 2515Eq. (15); and () the requirements that g2ZZh and g2ZZ� both lie below anyrelevant LEP/LEP2 limit. The regions in the (�;m�) plane onsistent withthe �rst two onstraints as well as with R < 5 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2for mh = 112 GeV and mh = 120 GeV, respetively, assuming a value of�� = 5 TeV. For the most part, it is the degeneray onstraint (a) that

Fig. 1. Allowed regions (see text) in (�;m�) parameter spae for �� = 5 TeVand mh = 112 GeV. The dark red portion of parameter spae is theoretiallydisallowed. The light yellow portion is eliminated by LEP/LEP2 onstraints onthe ZZs oupling-squared g2ZZs or on g2ZZsBR(s! bb), with s = h or s = �.

Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 but for mh = 120 GeV.



2516 D. Dominii et al.de�nes the theoretially aeptable regions shown. The regions within thetheoretially aeptable regions that are exluded by the LEP/LEP2 limitsare shown by the yellow shaded regions, while the allowed regions are in blue.For mh = 112 GeV, the LEP/LEP2 limits exlude a large portion of thetheoretially onsistent parameter spae. For mh = 110 GeV (not plotted),the sum rule of Eq. (22) results in all of the theoretially allowed parameterspae being exluded by LEP/LEP2 onstraints. For mh = 120 GeV, theLEP/LEP2 limits do not apply to the h and it is only for m� . 115 GeVand signi�ant g2ZZ� (requiring large j�j) that some points are ruled out bythe LEP/LEP2 onstraints. As a result, the allowed region is dramatiallylarger than for mh = 112 GeV. The preise regions shown are somewhatsensitive to the �� hoie, but the overall piture is always similar to thatpresented here for �� = 5 TeV.In order to illustrate LHC Higgs-boson disovery potential in the pres-ene of the urvature-mixing we plot in Fig. 3 the ratio of the rates forgg ! h ! , WW ! h ! �+�� and gg ! tth ! ttbb (the latter tworatios being equal) to the orresponding rates for the SM Higgs boson. Allthe urves are plotted for the parameter range that is onsistent with thetheoretial and experimental onstraints mentioned above. For this �gure,we take mh = 120 GeV and �� = 5 TeV and show results for m� = 20,55 and 200 GeV. As will be disussed later, in the ase of m� = 55 GeV,the h ! �� deay is substantial for large j�j. The resulting suppression ofthe standard LHC modes at the largest allowed j�j values is most evident inthe W+W� ! h ! �+�� urves. Another important impat of mixing isthrough ommuniation of the anomalous gg oupling of the �0 to the hmasseigenstate. The result is that prospets for h disovery in the gg ! h! mode ould be either substantially poorer or substantially better than for aSM Higgs boson of the same mass, depending on � and m�.At the LC, the potential for h disovery is primarily determined by g2ZZh.As we have shown in Ref. [10℄, this oupling-squared (relative to the SMvalue) is often > 1 (and an be as large as � 5), but an also fall to valuesas low as � 0:4, implying signi�ant suppression relative to SM expeta-tions. However the latter suppression is still well within the reah of thee+e� ! Zh reoil mass disovery tehnique at a LC with ps = 500 GeV andL = 500 fb�1.A partiularly important feature of Figs. 1 and 2 is that one mh is largeenough (typially mh & 115 GeV is su�ient) it will generally be possibleto �nd � values for whih a range of moderately small, and possibly evenvery small, m� values annot be exluded by LEP/LEP2 onstraints. Inpartiular, m� < mh=2 (so that h ! �� deays are possible) is typiallynot exluded for a substantial range of �. (The reverse is also true; al-lowed parameter regions exist for whih � ! hh deays are possible one
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Fig. 3. The ratio of the rates for gg ! h!  and WW ! h! �+�� (the latteris the same as that for gg ! tth ! ttbb) to the orresponding rates for the SMHiggs boson. Results are shown for mh = 120 GeV and �� = 5 TeV as funtionsof � for m� = 20, 55 and 200 GeV.m� & 100 GeV. However, for this paper we have hosen to fous on asesin whih the � is not very heavy.) With this in mind, we now turn to adisussion of branhing ratios, fousing on the h! �� �nal mode:� (h! ��) = g2��h32�mh�2� (1� 4r�)1=2 ; (29)where �(1; r1; r2) � 1+r21+r22�2r1�2r2�2r1r2, r� = m�2=m2h, rn = m2n=m2hand1g��h � 2m2� �6a�((ad + b) + d) + b2�+m2h  [12ab�+2ad+b(6��1)℄�4(2ad+ b)m2h0�3�12dm2h0 :(30)1 Note that both diagonal physial masses and the bare Higgs-mass parameter mh0appear below.



2518 D. Dominii et al.The branhing ratios for h ! �� in the ase of mh = 120 GeV and�� = 5 TeV are shown in Fig. 4 for various � hoies within the allowedregion. The plots show that h ! �� deays an be quite important at the

Fig. 4. The branhing ratios for h ! ��, � ! gg and � ! bb for mh = 120 GeVand �� = 5 TeV as a funtion of m� for � = �2:16, �1:66, �1:16 and �0:66(left-hand graphs) and for � = 0:66, 1:16, 1:66, and 2:16 (right-hand graphs).



Higgs-Boson Interations within the Randall�Sundrum Model 2519largest j�j values when m� is lose to mh=2. Detetion of the h! �� deaymode ould easily provide the most striking evidene for the presene of� 6= 0 mixing. In order to understand how to searh for the h ! �� deaymode, it is useful to know how the � deays. In Fig. 4 we give detailedresults for BR(� ! gg) and BR(� ! bb) for the same m� and � valuesfor whih BR(h ! ��) is plotted. (The  and �+�� hannels supply theremainder.) For � > 0, BR(� ! bb) is always substantial and might makedetetion of the h! ��! 4b and h! ��! 2g2b �nal states possible. The�!  deay mode always has a very tiny branhing ratio and the relateddetetion hannels would not be useful.One will probably �rst searh for the h in the modes that have beenshown to be viable for the SM Higgs boson. We have given in Fig. 3 the ratesfor important LHC disovery modes relative to the orresponding SM valuesin the ase of m� = 55 GeV. Results for other m� < mh=2 values are similarin nature. We observe that the WW ! h ! �+�� and gg ! tth ! ttbbdetetion modes are generally su�iently mildly suppressed that detetionof the h in these modes should be possible (assuming full L = 300 fb�1luminosity per detetor). The gg ! h!  detetion mode ould either beenhaned or signi�antly suppressed relative to the SM expetation. Onethe h has been deteted in one of the SM modes, a dediated searh for theh ! �� ! bbbb and h ! �� ! bbgg deay modes will be important. Atthe LHC, bakgrounds for these modes will be substantial and a thoroughMonte Carlo assessment will be needed.5. Summary and onlusionsWe have disussed the salar setor of the Randall�Sundrum model.The e�etive potential (de�ned as a set of interation terms that ontainno derivatives) for the Standard Model Higgs-boson setor interating withKaluza�Klein exitations of the graviton (h� n� ) �eld and the radion (�) �eldhas been derived. Without speifying its origin, a stabilizing mass-term forthe radion has been introdued. After inluding this term, we have shownthat only the Standard Model vauum determined by �V=�h = 0 is allowed.An important requisite property for the orret vauum solution is that thee�etive potential does not ontain any terms linear in the Higgs �eld.Having on�rmed that the usually assumed vauum properties are or-ret, we pursue in more detail the phenomenology of the RS salar setor,fousing in partiular on results found in the presene of a urvature-salarmixing � R bHy bH ontribution to the Lagrangian. Simple sum rules that re-late Higgs-boson and radion ouplings to pairs of vetor bosons and fermionshave been derived. Of partiular interest is the fat that non-zero � induesinterations linear in the Higgs �eld: �2h and hnh�.
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